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Business technology decisions have 
traditionally been a series of tradeoffs. 
Value vs. vision, manageability vs. 
innovation, security vs. agility, and a long 
list of other compromises once left both 
end-users and IT unhappy.

The ThinkCentre X1 all-in-one was 
created to empower IT to deliver on 
these high expectations, with innovative 
style and design backed by serious 
substance and dependability.

REIMAGINE THE BUSINESS DESKTOP 

The brand new Lenovo® ThinkCentre® X1 all-in-one PC combines a 
stunning notebook-thin design and groundbreaking dependability 

for a new standard in enterprise desktop computing.

POWER, PRECISION, POSSIBILITY
Businesses need PCs built for the new spaces and pace 
of work. The ThinkCentre X1 PC slims and simplifies the 
desktop experience while supercharging productivity, 
dependability, and security with purpose-built  
innovation aimed squarely at today’s enterprise PC  
users’ wants and needs.

Designed to impress users, customers, and IT specialists, 
our breakthrough all-in-one was created for worry-free 
deployment, manageability, and security. With Intel®  
CoreTM i7 vProTM processor performance, wireless 
connectivity, and a tough, stunning, VESA enabled 
notebook-thin chassis, get next level computing  
where you need it.

A BETTER BRAND OF BUSINESS PC 
• DESIGNED FOR BEAUTY, BUILT FOR BUSINESS

A notebook-thin aluminum build and Intel Core i7
vPro processor performance turn elegant design
into full-powered productivity that never
compromises substance for style.
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• ROBUST, REAL-WORLD RELIABILITY
Stunning design and efficiency are backed by
MIL-SPEC durability, including chemically
strengthened glass and a security infrastructure
with features like Smart USB protection and a
physical privacy camera lock.

• A BETTER DESKTOP EXPERIENCE
The evolving demands of users and workplaces are
answered with clutter-free wireless productivity,
superior ergonomic flexibility, and an Intelligent
DP port that lets the display support a connected
mobile device or serve as a second display.
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SERVICES

Accidental Damage Protection – Reduce costs and protect against unforeseen expenses with Lenovo damage protection services.

Priority Technical Support – 24/7 priority call routing to advanced-level technicians, electronic incident tracking, and escalation 
management. Not available in all regions.

Warranty Upgrades – Maximize PC uptime and productivity with fast and convenient onsite repairs in as little as four hours.

Warranty Extensions – Available for periods of up to five years (depending on the system), warranty extensions allow organizations to 
accurately budget for equipment expenses.

Asset Tagging – Increase the efficiency of asset management and help manage overall PC lifecycle support needs with factory-installed 
custom tags for quick and accurate tracking.

Keep Your Drive – Protect sensitive information in the unlikely event that a drive fails while covered under warranty, improving data security 
and potentially alleviating liability risks.

Imaging Services – Reduce deployment time and keep your IT staff focused on facilitating financial services by pre-loading your 
organization’s image requirements during production.

Lenovo Financial Services – Lenovo offers leasing and financing solutions to help companies preserve working capital and align expense 
budgets with revenue streams as needed.

Lenovo Stereo Headset 
Optimized for the ThinkCentre X1 

Skype-optimized camera  

and audio system

Portable ThinkPad USB 
3.0 Secure Hard Drive 
Keep your information safe  

wherever you work

ThinkCentre X1  
VESA Mount

Mount the PC on a wall, kiosk, 

or anywhere it needs to go

ACCESSORIES

BACKED BY THE WORLD’S PC LEADER
As the world’s No. 1 PC maker, Lenovo helps organizations transform their work through thoughtful design, precise 
engineering, and nonstop innovation. We back it all with a global network of expert service and solution providers.


